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ABSTRACT:

This research project focused on what changes are necessary for an individual
ifthey are to be successful in overcoming an alcohol or drug addiction. The research

included a pre-test and a post-test which measured the individual's response to

ofAlcoholics Anonymous. The paradigm used was positivist; using quantitative and

Due to the growing number ofpersons needing drag treatment,social workers

impact they have for the persons they serve.
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PROBLEM DEFINITION

the study of"the true nature oTreality and how it truiy works; The ultiniate aim of

science is to predict and ContrOI natural phenomena"(Guba,1990).
The paradigni being adopted comes from the orientation ofthe question. The
research questions for this study were: What needs to change in a person ifthey are to
be successful in overcoming an alcohol or drug addiction? Are these changes
behavioral? Or are they changes in values? Or does the change includea spiritual

successful?

Success was detemiined by the residents ability to Complete program; which
consisted ofa treatment that was mtiltidimensionai,including psychotherapy,bodi

group and individuaL family therapy,and 12 step worktaken frorn AA The 12 steps

ofAAlooks at a person's values,behaviors,and spiritual make-up as an area of
change. Itis those values,behaviors,and spiritualcomponents that are the foCus of
drug treatment.

The independent variable in this study was the drug treatment intervention,

which included use ofthe "twelve steps" ofAA;and the dependent variableis the

value,behavioral,and spiritual changes that oCcur a.s a result ofthe independent
variable.' '•

'''VL'';-;'; /■ ■ ■ 'r' ' 

It was hypothesized that these changes would have an impact pn the persons

going back into the Community. HOw persons perceive theniselves as having the tools

necessary to stay sober in a society that is seen as unequal arid unjust is important. The

tools used came from the values,behaviors and spiritual principles taught in drug
treatment. Society has become a very complex structure that has been organized in

such a way as to benefit a very smallminority ofpeople at the expense ofmany. For
instance.Blacks have experienced an historic pattern ofoutside control that continues

to exist due to racism,and racial discrimination. This oppression is especially felt in
low-income black communities,most notably where income is at or below poverty

"Denial ofequal opportunities for employment,education,and healtli
experienced by Blacks,individually and collectively, may lead some Blacks to seek

solace in alcohol or drugs. Chemical substances are often used as an escape

mechanism from these negative aspects oflife"(Mosley,1985). One ofthe coping
tools deemed acceptable in our society is that ofescape. One form ofescape is
through the use ofalcohol and drugs. Ifescape were only limited to the use ofnon

addictive substances,then problems would not exist as they do today.
The problem areas ofsociety effected by drug and alcohol addiction include
health care,families,and crime. Health care is impacted by way ofillnesses^ drugeffected babies andtheGhronie disease ofcirrhosis. "TotaThealth care costs for

patients treated for alcoholism in three pre-paid group practice plans declined by 23%
for 13 to 18 months after treatment;health care service utilization by their family

members fell by60%. This data certainly suggests that people with alcohol problems
will be over-represented in general primary health care caseloads''(Weisner, 1986).

Families are also impacted by the addiction,both financially and dynamically,
in respect to child abuse and spousal abuse. "Reports frorn literature indicate that

between 20% and 50% ofidentified incestuous fathers are alcoholic or are heavy

drinkers. There is also evidence that children ofalcoholics may be at greater risk for
developing alcbholismthan are children ofnon-alcpholics''(Miller, 1987). Lastly,our
crime rate is effected by drug and alcohol usage. Mostcrimes are committedby a
person under the influence ofa drug ofsome sort. "At this time,the criminaljustice

interface with alcohol problems is larger than for any other system. It is the largest
referral source for alcohol treatment in many communities"(Weisner,1986).

The problems effected by drugs and alcohol are many. It effects our families,
health care and crime rate. A social worker's responsibility does not end with the
effected individual,but mustinclude the alcoholic's immediate surroimdings,the
community arid the larger society. Clearly,this orientation to this problem is far

reachirig. It impacts the individual practitioner, as well as the community worker and
the social policy maker.

Recovery from drug and alcohol addiction plays a major role in reducing many

ofsocieties problems. AA states the way an individual can start the recovery process
is through the 12 steps ofAA Any agency that claims thatthey are helping people get
a start in the recovery process is going to try to illicit these value,behavioral and

spiritual changes. Within the 12 steps,there are certain changes that evolve,and the
literature Supports this.

■
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The elimination ofsubstance abuse is the primary focus. Studies have shown

that abstinence alone will not insure successful recovery,there needs to be further

change."Reduction and or elimination ofa substance use is an important,ifhot
primary Concern oftreatment,it is equally important thattreatment result in enhanced

employment,life satisfaction, and improved social functioning"(Sullivan,et al,

1992). ' '; -

■ ■ ■ ■V: ';

Drug treatment needs to address the bio-psychosocial aspects of addiction.

Elimination of driiguse is but one aspect of recovery. Drug treatment in community
settings need to address the other areas of addiction that are not as readily apparent as

the drug and alcohol use, though play a significant part inrecovery. Community
based treatment facilities use a multimethodconcurrent interventions. These

interventions include behavioral techniques, traditional psychptherapies, family
therapies, and job training vocational rehabilitation. Behavioral techniques are utilized

in order to eventually return the addict back into their enyifonment without returning
to drug and alcohol use. 12 step recovery plays a vital role in drug treatment recovery

andus^hehavioral modification as a tool for recovery. Traditional psychotherapy
also plays amajor role in commxinity based drug treatment The fact is that

psychopathology is relatively high among drug users. The reason for this is unknown,
some have suggested the model ofaddiction as selfmedication, whereas the drugs are
used to mask a deeper pathology ofdepression,anxiety,ofother related psychiatric

conditions. With psychotherapy"substantial rates ofimprovement on a variety of
pOst-treatment measures including self-awareness,and improved relationships have

been foimd among clients involved in individualtherapies"(Freeman, 1992).
Family therapy is an area Ofdrug treatment necessary for continued recovery. Ifan

addict resides with other family members or ifother family members are involved in

the addicts recovery,it is importantfor the family members to understand the role Aat
they all play in the addicted family system. The family needs to be involved in family
recovery issues."Research has found thatfamily therapy generally produces a higher
success rate ofrecovery than Other interventions, particularly when it is used in

conjunction withjob training Und individual and group counseling"(Freeman,1992).

Job training and vocational rehabilitation play and important partin recovery.
Often addicts cominginto treathientlack the necessaiy skills in order to find

employment. Ifone is to address the needs ofthe recovering addict,vocational

training can be used as an importantOsteem building tool,and for continued recovery
after discharge form treatment: Social stability has been recognized as a major
criteria for post-discharge success; social stability factors include all ofthe above
mentioned areas ofrecovery,wihich include" marital status and family cohesion,
residential stability,and employment"(Sullivan,et al, 1992). Drug treatment should

include all ofthe mentioned areas ofintervention and treatment. The addict needs all

aspects ofhis life examined ifhe is to be successful in recovery. Intervention in drug

treatment states thatthe addict needs change; and these cha;nges are around values,
behaviors and spiritual. Drug treatment uses the 12 steps ofrecovery to assist with

these changes.Alcoholics Anonymous is the core of12 step recovery. Alcoholics
Anonymous'use ofthe 12 steps illicit major life changesin the recovering person.

These life changes are the core ofeveiy addicts disease. The literature review
supports the areas ofchange needed in order for an individual to start the process of

recovery. Changes include values and behaviors. These values and behaviors include
fellowship,powerlessness,acceptance,self-centeredness,generativity,denial and

arrogance,and,lastly,the area ofchange that drug treatment considers the cornerstone

or recovery,a spiritual transformation. One ofthe values that drug treatment teaches
is that we need others. "AA learned that alcoholics,in their own weakness and

limitation, needed others precisely in their weakness and limitation. Only by ^ving

could the alcoholic get sobriety; only by exposing vulnerability could the alcoholic
findhealittg'' (Kurtz, 1982).

Another value mentioned in the above quote is that ofgiving to others. One of

the AA slogans states the paradox that you can only keep what you have by giving it
away(you keep sobriety by sharing your knowledge with others).

A third value to develop through a drug treatment program is the idea of
powerlessness. The first step in AA's 12 steps is,"We admitted we were powerless
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over alcohol;that our lives had become iinmanageable'^(Aleoho}ics Anonjonous,
1976). "The first step described a person who is limited." The acknowledgment"I am

an alcoholic," that is the admission ofpowerlessness over alcohol accepts as firsttruth
human essential limitation^ personal fundamental finitude, at leastfor the alcoholic"

(Kurtz, 1982). It is the first step that must be taken in its entirety in order for the next

11 steps to be taken. It is in the first step that,iftaken absolutely and honestly,one
will break through the denial system. It is the denial system that a substance abuser
mustkeep intact in order to continue use. The idea ofadmitting powerlessness

directly confronts a persons thought ofcontrol. In the AA program,controlis parallel
to god-like powers.

"The first step towards recovery from alcoholism must be the admission and
acceptance ofthis fact thatis so blatantly obvious to others,but so tenaciously denied

by the obsesSive-compulsive drinker"(Kurtz, 1982). The above examples to be
measured during the course ofrecovery is the thought ofpowerlessness overthe

addiction;the acknowledgment ofloss ofcontrol,and the breakingofthe denial
system. AA also provides a special forum to examine human tendencies of
"arrogance,selficenteredness, psychological denial,and self-destructiveness"

(Khantziah and Mack,1994).

All behaviors are addressed in drug treatment via the 12 steps. Arrogance can
be addressed through step four,which states,"Made a searching and fearless moral

inventory ofourselves"(AA,T976). Self-centeredness can be addressed through step

seven, which states,"Humbly asked Him to remove our short-comings"(AA,1976).
All shortcomings that can get in the way ofcontinued sobriety are addressed in step
seven. ■

■

The 12-Step recovery program also addresses what Erickson described in his

eight stages ofman as generativity. Sponsorship is described as someone who advises

a person on how to negotiate the 12 steps ofAA This person has this knowledge

because theythemselves have gone through them; Sponsorship brings to light the
value ofaltruism. "A sponsor,acting as a mentor,shares the lessons and experience

derived from working a program ofrecovery in AA with a sponsoree. Being a sponsor
embodies generativity and altruism"(Chappel, 1994).

AA also embodies theidea ofa mature ego that has been putforth by Vallient.

The article points to the use ofa group conscience in decision making. Every member
is heard from and taken into consideration for the group. "The group conscience is
always sensitive to affect and the well-being ofall members ofthe group and other

members ofAA In this way,it can provide a powerful stimulus to the development of
altruism,one ofthe mature ego defense mechanisms"(Chappel, 1994). This idea of

looking to the good ofthe group,and that it does not sacrifice the good ofan

individual,speaks ofvaluing community outside ofthe program ofAA
AA also addressed the values that can best be described as from within, which

may encompass a sense ofpurpose,direction,and responsibility. Many an addict

coming into recovery has lostthe inner self. Many times this loss ofinner selfhas

added fuel to the addiction. AA describes this loss ofselfas a lack ofa spiritual

sense. "Deficiencies to whatone calls a spiritual bankruptcy,which has been defined

asthe failure to identify or own his inner values,purpose,direction,and
responsibility. AA addressed specifieally the vulnerable personality elenients that
persons have identified as being the root oftheir alcoholism and drug addiction"

(Khantaan and Mack,1994). Specificaily,the issue ofspirituality is addressed
through step three, which states,"Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over

to the care ofGo as we understood Him;" and through step 12,"Soughtfiirough prayer
and medication to improve our conscious contact with God as we understood Him,

praying only for knowledge ofhis will for us and the power to cany that out"(AA,

■1979).':
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Ithas beensaidby some that addictionis a spiritual disease, spirituality is
hard to conceptualize, nevertheless, it is an important ingredient forchange in the
process of recovery through AA'k 12 steps. "Spiritualify niay best be represented as a
levek or some combination pf process andlevel pf change. In other words, it is not
clear whether spirituality is a means to change, a focus of change, pr some

combination Of the two" (Snow, et al, 1994). Confusion about exactly what role
spirituality plays in is somewhat ambiguous, but fpr each person, a higher power is a

source of strength. The addict can now look to something mpre powerful, and quit
looking to self as center of the universe, which tends to be the malady of every addict

Smith(1994)writes about AA and spirituality stating,"The'Big Book'of
Alcoholic's Anonymous uses the terms spiritual experience and spiritual awakening,

manifesting itselfin many ways using the 12 steps as a guide to describe what happens
to bring about a personality change sufficient to induce recovery." AA is considered
by those who practice its principles as a spiritual program,and can be summed up in a
prayer that opens each AA meeting,"God grant me the serenity to accept the things I

cannot change,the courage to change the things I can,and the wisdom to know the
difference"(AA,1976). No person who continues to drink and use will be willing to
undergo the amount ofchange required ofa person working honestly the 12 steps of
AA It is through the use ofthe 12 steps that a person starts the process ofchange;
behaviorally,spiritually,and ones values toward addiction recovery.

Social workers come into contact with persons who use dmgs and alcohol
regularly, whether one is working in a direct practice level with families,couples,and
individuals who either have been referred through courts,child protective services,or

adult protective service. One could come into contact with the disease as a
commimity worker who is addressing the impact ofgang violence in a particular
community,or on a macro level in trying to lobby for additional monies to be spent in
the prevention ofabuse through our schools^ Social v>^ork practitioners need to know

that in-patient recovery is bringing about the behavioral and value changes that are
required ofa sober individual, and can help to ensure a successful transition back into
the community. AA.has a strong record ofsuccess(Gilbert, 1991),and ifa recovery
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program is using the 12 steps as a guide to recovery,then those changes should be
measurable.

The goal ofrecovery is to successfully transition a sober person back into the
community with a set ofvalues suggested by AA Given what has been stated in the
literature, my hypothesis is that as a person enters a drug recovery program,certain

behaviors and values will be present that maintain drug abuse,and that upon leaving
that program,those values,behaviors and spirituality espoused by AA as a means of
recover}'need to be present in each individual.

METHOD

PURPOSE AND DESIGN

The research project used a pre-test/post-test,one group design. Each person
who entered into the drug recovery program was given a Likert-type questionnaire and
open-ended qualitative questionnaire, which was designed to measure a participant's

response to various behavioral and value questions, as taken from AA's 12 steps.
Each person went through a recovery program that was based on the 12 steps of AA
educational and group therapy. Upon completion ofthe program,a post-test was

administered using the same Likert-type scale and qualitative questions, which
measured responses to behavioral and value questions. The strengths ofthis design

are that "this design assesses the dependent variable(values and behaviors)before and
after the stimulus intervention drug treatment is introduced"(Rubin-Babbie, 1993).
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The effectiveness ofthe drug treatment can be assessed by way ofthe outcome
variables before and after drug treatrnent is delivered.

Every participant received the same program ofdrug intervention during the

30 days, which included individual therapy,group education,family/couples therapy

and 12 step group work. Group activities included mealsthat were eaten together,
community involvement and social recreational activities. An additional strength
includes the Likert scale. The strength ofthe Likert-lype instrument is its variance

and unidimensionality. "The particular value ofthe Likert scale format is the
unambiguous ordinality ofresponse categories"(Rubin-Babbie, 1992).

The weaknesses associated with the one-group pre-test/post-test relate to the
threats to internal validity. Internal validity is explained as the extentto which the
independent variable caused the dependent variable to change. Threats to internal
validity can include history, maturation,testing,and statistical regression effecting the

outcome and change ofthe dependent variable,and notthe intervention as the sole
reason for the dependent variable change.
When addressing the threats to internal validity which affect causality, certain

precautions must be made. In addressing history and maturation,each personthat
came into the drug treatment program filled out a demographics sheet. Demographics

will include age,sex,ethnicity, educational backgroundipriof treatment attempts,and
whether One had been forced into treatment: This information was gathered iii order

that the researcher could evaluate trends and differences among participants. History
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and maturation were addressed secondly by the fact that those participants tested were

in an in-patient setting. Any extraneous news or events coming from within or from
the outside would be experienced by all those participating in the research. A third
threat to internal validity is testing. Here it is stated that the outcome may be due to
the original pre-test. "The pre-test may influence participants to learn the correct, or
socially desirable,responses to the test. The more desirable impression they conveyed

atthe post-test,therefore, may have more to do with the effects oftaking the two tests
than with the effects ifthe intervention"(Rubin/Babbie, 1993).
The fourth threat to internal validity is statistical regression. The participants
may have entered the drug program on a false low on the pre-test,and that the posttest scores indicate a regression towards the mean. The regression would indicate that
they might have changed without exposure to the treatment. The four threats to

internal validity history, maturation or the passing oftime,testing, statistical
regression can all be addressed by using a control group,done in order to match

differences. In the above mentioned threats to internal validity history and the passing
oftime,can be addressed by the nature ofthe treatment. Each participant in the
inpatient setting received the same education,therapy,and 12 step work. The threat

oftesting and statistical regression poses a problem,their is no way to know ifit is our
intervention that causes the changes or ifthese changes would have occurred with out
the intervention; most often a control group is used to guard against this threat; in this
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recovery..

V

The population and sampie to be used for this research design is those

persons, male and female,who decide to go into anresidential

and alcohol

recovery program. The limitations to this sample population are that participants in

recovery to some degree have made a decision willingly or unwillingly to seek drug
treatment

not represent the same characteristics ofthose not seOking a substance abuse program.

program that uses another model ofrecovery.

As described earlier in this paper,the sample used whs residents at a substance
abuse program. Each resident was given a pre-test upon entrance into the drug
treatment program. The preAest consisted ofa variety ofquestions measuring a

person's behavior's and values as they correspond to a positive outcome espoused by

(See appehdixT) ,' . ^

V

In addition to the responses on the Likert scale, questions were asked ofa

qualitative nature. The participants were asked to describe briefly their perception of
a higher power and behavioral attitude questions. All ofthe aboVe questions
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addressed values and behaviors that are espoused by the 12 steps ofAlcoholics
Anonymous. Each participant's score on the Likert scale reflected how that value or

behavior relates to their currentfunctioning. After the intervention took place and the
participants were to be discharged,a post-test was given, which yielded quantitative
scores. This was done in order to look at each participants'score and how that score

differs from the score Obtained on the pre-test as a result ofthe intervention
For the qualitative part ofthe research,the participants wrote briefly their
concept ofspiritualitjf, and interviewed regarding behavioral changes that may have

occurred as a result ofthe intervention. This qualitative piece ofthis research project
involves three areas. The first area ofinformation was behavioral. Each participiant

selfreported how likely they were to follow directions and,second,hqw likely they
were to make amends to those they hurt. The second questions Were also recorded on

the pre- and posthest questionnaire. The third area ofthe qualitative piece ofresearch

involves spirituality. These three questions involve analysing qualitative data;this
t5'pe ofdata collection is another tool fOr measuring change due to our intervention;
those oflooking at values,behaviors and spiritual change as result ofdrug treatment.

As the researcher was formulating the Likert scale questionnaire,the

researcher must paid attention to reliability qnd validity ofthe questions. The
researcher pre-tested theinstrument and illicit feedback from other social work

professionals in order to better imderstand,ifthe instrument was measuring whatthe
researcher intends to measure,it's face validity. Face validity states thatthe items you
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wantto measure shouid appear on it's face to indicate some aspect ofwhat it is you
are measuring;for example control,the question shouldhave concepts and aspects of

control. The first question on the survey shows this example;"Control is important in
my life"The question has face validity. The weakness with an instrument fashioned
by the researcher was thatthe instrument does not have a history ofusage,nor has it

been tested in relation to areas ofethnicity,culture,sexual orientation or age. Each of

thesefactors may influence ttie Validity ofthe instrument.

PROCEDURE AND PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS

The pre-testinformation was gathered upon admission into the drug treatment
program. The intake worker administered both the Likert-type test and the qualitative

question on spirituality and behaviors. The same format wasfollowed for the post-

test. The participant was given both the quantitative questionnaire,and the qualitative
questions upon dischargefrom the drug treatment program.

The informed consent was obtained upon admission to the drug treatment
program. All questions; as well as the procedure and research proposal,were

reviewed by a human subjects committee prior to conducting the research,to insure
the participants'safety.

Upon completion ofparticipants'role,a debriefing statement was handed out,
whichincluded the reason for conducting the research,a way to obtain general results
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ofthe study,and a person to contact ifthe participant had any questions or concerns
related to the study.

DATAAN^YSK;/;;. .:
A

The research question for this study was: What needs to change in a person if

he or she is to be successful in oyercoming an aleohol or drug addiction? Are these

changes behavioral,or are they changes in values,or does the change inclnde a
spiritual componetit? Do all three cornponents need to be present for treatment to be
successful?

\

The dependent variable in this study was a set ofvalues,behaviors,and
spiritual changes that can occur as a result ofdrug treatment intervention which

utilizes the 12 steps ofAA,couples therapy,family group and vocational
rehabilitation, "Success" was operationalized aS the change that occurs in relation to
the dependent variable,as a result ofthe intervention. As a result ofthe change that

occurs,individuals were seen as more successful in achievirig longer periods of
sobriety. Sobriety in recovery was considered as "success."

The research was a pre-test/post-test one-grOup study design. Each person

who entered into the drujg recovery pro^am was given a Likert-ly^e questionnaire,
which measured the participants'responses to the dependent variable questions. (See

appendix #1) The analysis used to interpret this data included chi-square and
Cramer's V. "Chi-square test assesses the extentto which the frequencies observed in
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the table ofresults differ Ifcm what would be expected to be observed ifthe
distribution was created by chance"(Rubin/Babbie,1993).
The data was obtained bythe administration ofa pre-test, post^est

questionnaire(see appendix #1)to participants who entered into Cedar House Drag
Rehabilitation Center. Participants were tested upon entrance(pre-test)and upon

completion of30 days(post-test). It was hypothesized thatthere would be significant

change between pre- and post-test answers as a result ofthe drag treatment
intervention.

Data collected included demographics,gender,ethnicity,age,educational

background,number oftreatment attempts and whether the participants'stay in drag
treatment was voluntary or involuntary. There was nomisSing data on any ofthe 20
participant's questioimaires. SPSS/PC+ Studentware was utilized for the purpose of

data analysis.
Chi square and/or Cramer's Y were the statistics utilized in the study. Cramer's

V is used when both the independent and dependent variables are at a nominal level of
measurement. With nominal data,all that can be meastired isthe strength ofthe

association. The measure ofthe association for Cramer's Y yields an association
between zero to l;0. Cramer's Y was also chosen,because Cramer's Ycalculates and

takes into account empty cells in calculating significance. Once an association is
established between the dependent and independent variables,a ganuna is calculated.
Gamma is a"way ofstandardiizing the difference between the number ofconcordant
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and discordant pairs ... You calculate the difference between the number of

concordant discordant pairs,(P-Q),and then divide this difference by the sum ofthe
number ofconcordant and discordant pairs(P+Q)"(1988,Norusis). A gamma score
falls between -1.0 to 1.0. A positive gamma indicates that there are more like cordant

pairs ofcasesthan unlike pairs—a positive relationship. A negative gamma would
mean there are more imlike,or discordant, pairs. A negative gamma indicates that
there is a negativerelationship between the variables after the introduction ofthe

inteiyention. The following is a table showing the results ofcross tabulation for each
variable pre- arid post-test, using a Cramer's V for significance and gammafor the
strength ofthe significance. Significance wasfound at or below(P=.05)for the

following variables after the posCtest(see table #1).

ThefoUoyring three areas Were found to be significant 1) Itorigs^: "It is

importantto be horiestin all areas ofmy life"; Honesty w^asfoimd to be significant
after 30 days ofdrug treatment at(P=,G5). 2) Familv and friends:: ''Fariiily and

p'iends were effected by my drug and alcohol use." The data was significant at
(P=.012)after 30 days oftreatment. 3) Faults: Faults wasfound to be significant
(P=.000)after 30 days oftreatment. Understanding who has been hurt and whatthe

participant's role is,is stressed in early recove;^.
Having obtained significancein these areas with pre- and post-test,I wanted to
find out ifgender,ethnicity and age showed any significant differences. The results of

gender is shown on table #2. Gender differences were found to be significant in the
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following areas."Family and friends were effected byiny drag and alcoliol use."
Males were found to be significant af(P-.pil). Females at(P=.165)level were not

shown to have significance after 30 days ofdrag treatment. The next variable to show

significant results was faults;"it is importantto understand my faults." Females
showed a significant difference in their answers in the pre- and post-tests(P=.004),
but males could not be calculated as the nuniber ofrows and columns were one.

"Sharing ofexperience" is important in recovery and drag treatment,not onlyfor the
individual,but also for others in recovery. Females exhibited a significant difference
in pre- and post-test answer(P^.025)after 30 days ofdrag treatment Males did not

show a level ofsignificance for sharing,(P=.851)
After the statistics for gender were run.Hooked at the significance of

ethnicity. The reason for factoring in ethnicity wasto further evaluate drag treatment,
and to look at the possibility ofethnicity as a treatment concern. The results of

ethnicity are as follows in table #3. The dgta shows a significant difference in the pre
and post-test(P=.020)for white and(P=,046)for noh-White for the dependent variable

"honesty." Non-white participants in this study include Afro-American,Hispanic,
Native American,and Asian. Both ethnic groups reco^zed honesty as an important

recoveiy tool after the 30-day drag treiatment program. Significance wasfound for

"drag use hurting family and friends"for white participants(P-.027),though no
significant differences for non-white, (P=.180). Non-whites tended not to see their

drug use effecting their family and friends after 30-day drug treatment. Significant
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differences were found for unmanageability, meaning that"my life is unmanageable

bdcause ofmy druguse." This is a core concept ofstep one ofAlcoholics

Anonymous. White participants showed significant differences(P-.050)after 30
days,and non-white did not(P=.319),non-white participants did not see theirlife as
unmanageable after 30 days ofdrugtreatment.
The following variables look at age differences in drug treatment Does age
heed to be taken into account when treating addicts and alcoholics? The following

(table #4)shows the results. Significant differences were found for six variables: 1)
Control life,(meaning Ican control my own life, which relates to the first step ofAA).
Those persons under age 32 had significant differences between pre- and post-test

scores(P=.026)after 30 days oftreatment. Those participants over 32 years showed
ho significant differences(P=.186)after 30 days. 2) HonCstv: honesty was also

found to be significant among those participants who were under 32 years ofage
(P=.011),and over 32 years(P=.047). This si^ificance was achieved after 30 days of
drug treatment. 3) Sharing knowledge: sharing ofknowledge with others:"it is

importantto shhre recovery with others,one addict helping another." A significant

difference Whs found for those participants under 32 years ofage(P=.050)after 30
days oftreatment,though no significant differences were found for participants over

32 years(P=.391). 4) Admit: Admitting mistakes, which correlates with honesty,
showed a significant difference for those over 32 years ofage(P=.047),but notfor

participants uhder 32 years ofage(P=.267)after 30 days ofdrug treatment. 5) Faults:
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Faults are important to understand. A significant difference between pre- and posttest were found for participants under 32 years ofage(P==.004)after 30 days ofdrug
treatment,but participants over 32 years ofage could not be calculated as the number

ofnon-empty rows or colimms is one. Faults correlate with admitting; understanding
faiilts can assist with recovery in one's self-evaldation: 6\Personal willpower:

"Personal willpower is all l need to recover," significant difference was found for
persons over32 years ofage(P==.012),and notfor participants under 32 years ofage

(P—.446)after 30 days ofdrug treatment. Again,personal willpower was addressed in
drug treatment with step two ofAA,"turning my will and my life over to the care of

God." It is the paradox ofgiving up will power in order to gain power.
The decision not to run statistics for voluntary and involuntary treatment stays
was made due to the fact that only one participant acknowledged pafticipating in
treatment as involuntary.

The results ofthe chi-square using Cramer's V at.05 and using gamma for the

Strength ofassociation falling between -l to +I restilted in being able to reject the null

hypothesis, which states that the drag treatment iiiteryetttion did cause a significant
change between the pre-and post-tests.

The qualitative part ofmy data analysis consisted ofthree questioins. What
does spirituality mean to you,and is it important? Second,how likely are you to

follow directions that are contrary to the way you behave"? Third,how likely are you
to admit to a person directly that you are sorry for causing them pain? The three
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questions were designed to look at a person's spiritual bases pre-test and post-test,to
look at a person's behavior pre-test and post-test and,lastly,to look at one's values,as

it pertains to making amends to another. All three ofthese components were
addressed in drug treatment,and are a:n integral part ofongoing recovery from
addiction. Each answer from the participants were grouped together,then certain

properties were highiighted,along with their accompanying components. It was
hoped that this sort ofanalysis would yield data that was mea,ningful for the group of
participants who wentthrou^ drug treatment.

For pre-test spirituality, participants wrote about spirituality as a power that

might help them with their addiction. Spirituality was also seen as a guiding source
for the establishment ofmorals,standards,and values. The most often reported name

for their spirituality was God^ and thatthe God they knew was unclear^ in that most
participants were hoping for a development ofsome understanding ofwhatspirituality
means in their addiction. Post-testspirituality reflected what participants learned in
the first 30 days ofdrug treatment, The majority ofthe participants'name for

spirituality atthis point in recoveiy was God. The participants most often stated that

their higher power(God)was an understanding that they must develop ifthey were to

remain Cleanfrom drugs and alcohol. The higher power(God)was also described as
"one who brings about inner peace and cqntentment,a daily guidance,peace,comfort,

calm and a lifeline." This reflection ofspirituality is stressed in drug treatment
recovery,many ofwhich are espoused in the steps ofAA steps 2,3,5,6,7and 11.
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The second qualitative question asked about behaviors,"Are youlikely to
follow directions that are contrary to the way you behave?" Coming into drug
treatment,participants are often asked to do things that are contrary to the way they

behaved. Each answer was broken down into properties and components. The
responses to this question on the pre-test varied from"I will notfollow directions that
are contrary to the way I behave," to "1 am not sure iff would follow directions that

are contrary to the way I behave." Mixed in with the people who answered with a
positive response ofyes, mosttalked ofwillingness. Willingness in addictions
recovery speaks to an individual's desire to perform a thought or action. One can be
heard to say"!have a willingness to do what it takes to recover." This means that the

person wants to recover,though he or she understands there is no certainty in his or
her desire. Post-test results from this behavior question revealed little about change.

Once again,there tended to be mixed results ofpositive and negative behavior
responses. Some were still steadfast in their refusal to follow directions contrary to

behavior,and others continuedtalk ofwillmgness in recovery, which states,'Twill go
to any lengths to recoverfrom my addictions," or understanding that"I need

willingness to change old behavior which may entail directions which initially go
against whatIbelieve or have acted on in the past."

The third question asked ofthe participants was,"How likely are you to admit
to a person directly that you are sorry for causing them pain?" This question ofvalues
was brought up in treatment so a person might better Understand the far-reaching
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effects oftheir addiction. Family and couples'group was designed to have

participants share their disease and startthe healing process necessary for recovery.
Admitting to another is also addressed via the 12 steps with step nine,and partially
with step one,looking at one's life as unmanageable. Most ofthe participants on both

the pre- and post-test answered that they were very likely to make amends to another.

This response is strange in light ofthe responses that were illicited in question twO,
which states,"How likely are you to follow directions that are contrary to the way you

behave?" The biggest difference between answers on the pre- and post-test was
centered on the word "recovery." Gonsistently,each participant on the post-test
mentioned admitting to another that they were sorry,this as important part of
continuing recovery.

The data presented involves both quantitative and qualitative analysis.

Differences have shown up for age,gender and ethnicity,as well as changes in values,
behavior and spirituality. What all this means to drug treatment recovery in the

future is discussed in the following section.

/■ ■■V:

":.DISCUSSI0N

The purpose of this research project was to analyze whether drug treatment as
an interventidn can change a person's behavior and values, and increase their

perception of a spiritual power. It is these very components thatIpurported to be
necessary for ongoing recovery from addiction. As a social worker in the community.
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it is imperative that drug treatihent effects these aspects ofrecovery. A social worker

needs the knowledge that drug treatment is a service that is tested and a reliable
resource. Drug addiction,along with the problems that it carries, effects all of

society,from the individual,to the family,community and nation. Efforts must be
made to make drug treatment an option for all those who seek it, regardless ofthe

uniqueness that makes up that individual(i.e., gender,age or ethnicity).

This research has brought up more questions than it has answered. Initially,
the project looked at whether there is significant change between a pre^ and post-test
variables ofvalues,behaviors and spiritual changes as a result ofdrug intervention.

The results ofthis research brought up three areas ofsignificance: 1) honesty as an
important factor in daily living;2) the knowledge that drug and alcohol use effect

family and friends; and,3) that it is important that an individual understands their
faults. Faults are described as those behaviors that could get in the way ofthe
recovery process.

The three variables ofhonesty,family and friends and faults indicate a process
that is taking place in early recovery. When a person enters treatment,they have most

often come in with utter despair. What was used at one time as a successful copmg
mechamsm is no longer working. As a result ofthis incomprehensible
demoralization,individuals are in a great deal ofpain emotionally, physically and

spiritually. The wreckage left behind includes family,friends,the respect ofothers
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and one's self,and often the inabilily to recognize or associate their use with the
problems they have created.

It is in early recovery thatthe walls ofdenial must be brought down. It is

through the interaction ofthe three variables ofsignificance that early recovery starts
Ifone examines closely, all three Variables are inter-connected. The concept"my drug

use has effected my family and friend^" requires a person to answer honestly to getto
the conclusion that their use has effected friends and family- Faults come under

admitting where one was wrong. Addicts learn in early treatmentthat admitting
wrongdoing is essential for accepting responsibility ofbehavior. Admitting faults

honestly with family members starts the healing process that comes with recovery.
These were the three out oftwenty variables that showed any significant

differences after 30 days ofdhig treatment. This is lower than I had expected,but,

had the research lasted perhaps 30 more days,the results might have been positively
effected in the other areas tested as well. The research shows that 30 days does not
allow an individual the opportunity to work steps ofrecovery that will effect a change
on the remaining variables. Many ofthese variables require extensive recovery to
incorporate in one's recovery.

The qualitative section ofthis projectlooked at three areas; spirituality,
making amends and following directions. After analyzing this qualitative data,there
seemed to be a changeinregard to spirituality. Spirituality was seen post-test as an
important area for continued sobriety. The remainingtwo areas ofamends and
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following ofdirections did notseem to change from pre- to post-test results. This may

be due to participant knowledge ofthese values and behaviors as important to

recovery,and they may have ansvv^red accordin^y.

/

Data was also collected on gender,ethnicity and age. The hypothesis did not
state gender^ ethnicity and age as determining cause ofoutcome,butthe analysis
showed some interesting si^ificarice in these areas. Gender seemed to be a

significant determining factor for ferhales in the understanding offaults,sharing of
knowledge with others and personal willpower. Males measured as significantly

different on the effects their drug use had on family and friends. Ethnicity was a

factor also. White participants scored significantly on pre- and post-test results in
honesty,family/friends,unmanageability,comfort level with others and social use.

Noii-white showed significance in the area ofhonesty only. Analysis was also
calculated for age. Age wa;s split into two groups;those over 32 years ofage and

those under 32 years ofage. Significant results were found for those under 32 years of
age in control over their lives,honesty,sharing ofknowledge and understanding

faults. Participants over 32 years ofage scored significant differences in pre-and
post-test results in admitting mistakes and understanding that personal willpower
interferes with recovery.

After running cross ta^bulations for demographics,a matrix ofprobability was
Computed for all variable combmations Probabilities that fell below .05 were

crosstabulated with age,gender and ethnicity. The most interesting data was
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produced showing that ethnicity,age and gender played a major role in determining

significant recovery outcome. These results have led me to believe that drug
treatment heeds to be individually tailored to different groups. Each group has their

own unique history aind experience. It is these perspectives that iriust be understood in
order that recovery can succeed. All too often,models Ofrecovery have been devised

for helping one group- This study shows that being female,young or old.Black,
Hispanic,Native American or Asian makes a difference. We need to Ibok at models

As social workers,our role is to help those individuals who lack power to

effect a change for themselves. It is the very groups mentioned in this study thatfit
this role. Addiction is no different, and social workers must effect change with our
unique knowledge ofindividuals and their particular needs. This needs to be
accomplished on an individual level,group level and political level. Social Workers
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APPENDIX A:SURVEY DOCUMENTS

■ INFORMEDCONSENT

^

The study in which you are aboutto participate vvdll ask you questions about
your experience with values and behaviors. Alsoincluded is a question about your
idea ofspirituality. You will be interviewed twice,upon entering the treatment
program and when leaving the treatment program.

This study is being conducted by Ralph Jacobsson,under the supervision of

Dr. MajOrie Hunt,Professor ofSocial Work. This study has been approved by the
Institutions Review Board ofCalifornia State University,San Bernardino. This study
requires 20 minutes ofyour time to complete-

Please be assured that any information you provide will be held in strict
confidence by the researcher. At no time will your name be reported along with your
responses. All data will be reported in group form only. At the conclusion ofthis
study,you may receive areport ofthe results.

Please understand that yoiir participation in this reisearch is totally voluntary and

you are free to withdraw at any time during this study without penalty,and to remove
data at any time during this study, Yotir participation or lack ofparticipation in this
study will in no wayjeopardize or compromise your treatment stay.
I acknowledge thatI have been informed ofand understand the natiue ofand

understand the nature ofand purpose ofthis study,and a freely consent to participate.

Participant's Signature

Date
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Case#

QUESTIONNAIRE
Gender:

Male

Female

Ethnicity:
Age:., ■ ,
Educational Background:
Number ofTreatment Attempts:

Is your treatment stay here voluntary or involuntary?
1. Control is important in my life.
Strongly Disagree
.. .

Strongly Agree

i

3

2. lam powerless over other people's actions.
Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree
■ ■ ■ ■ .5:;

4.

1

3. Honesty is important in all of my life areas.

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree
A

2

.5

4.

Strongly Disagree
■ ■ 1 ■■

Strongly Agree
4' "
.5.

'' 2

5.

Strongly Disagree
1

Strongly Agree
2 c

4

\ 5

6. It is importantfor meto admitmy mistakes.
Strongly Disagree

■ ' 1 V:

Strongly Agree
2.,

4 ••
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5:

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree
■ ; ■ ..1 '

1.

8.

Strongly Agree
4
■ 5-'

Strongly Disagree

,1-

'

, 2

9.

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree

■:

4

5^.

10.

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree

4 ■

/ 5'.

11.

Strongly Disagree
.

1

Strongly Agree
..2

12. I can control my drug/alcohol use undercertain circumstances.

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree

:4- ^ - ■

2

\

5 ■

13.

Strongly Disagree
:

\

■

Strongly Agree
4;

2.

■

■

' 5

14.

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Agree
.:S2.

4
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, 5

15. iBecause of my drug/alcohol usCflcannot manage my own life.
Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree

■ I

2,

16. Ican never drink/use again,not even once.

Strongly Disagree
I

Strongly Agree
4

.

. 5:

17.

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree
■1

4

•

.

5

18.

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree

4 ■ ■ ■ ■-,/ '" 5
19.Ifeel comfortable around other people.

Strongly Disagree

, ' 'l.: - '

Strongly Agree

:2::

S-'

4

'

'

5.

20. People sayIam too dependent on other people.
Strongly A^ee

Strongly Disagree

■■

1

■ - : ' , - ■ ■ 2 ■■■

'" ' 3

4- :

5 .

21. Idrink or use more in social situations.

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree
4
ic

5

"k is "k k k k k

1. What does spirituality mean to you? Is it important to you? Explain.
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.

■

NO

3.

behave?

4. How likely are you to admit to a person directly that you are sorry for causing
them-pain?

34

DEBRIEFING

The research project that you have paiticipated in was designed to ineasure the

changesthat occurred as a resiilt ofsubstance abuse treatment. The 12steps of

It is those values and behaviors that were measured, hi addition to the abpve changes.

at California State University,San Bemardinp. Contact Ralph Jacobsson ofDr;

Majorie Hunt,Advisor,@(909)8i80-5501. Thank you:

' '".''V
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APPENDIX B:STATISTICAL TABLES

PRE-TEST/POST-TEST DATA ANALYSIS FOR VARIABLES
VARIABLE
1/Control Life
2. Powerless

VALUE

GAMMA

0.513

0.398

, 0.354.;/ ■ ■ ■;;■•■ ./.

0.540

' V' : ■ ■///0.793 ^

*3. Honesty

0:433
0.765

*4. Farnily/Friends

0.012.,:

0.671

0:653

5. Share Knowledge

o;290;' ;

0.352

0.600

6. Admit

0.207

0.384

0.706

7. Direction

6:469/

;

■ '6.442,.//

-0.333

+8/Open ■ ■
6.000

0708

/■; 0A33

0.495

0.417

11. Responsibility

0.882

„ ■ ■/ , 0171

^1.000

12. ControlDrug

0.215

0.508

0.600

13. Help

0.813/

0.218

-1.000

/- o:7oo

0.397

0.169

15. Unmanageabihty

0.332

0.475

0.303

16. Drink Use

036A

0.404

17. Person^ Will

0.095

0:560

0.776

18. Comfprtable

0.271

0.491

6.200

19. Dependent

0.151

^^20.800!^^

0.006

*9. Faults

10. ShareExperience

14. Willpower

v:''<.

:

0.900

/

■\\ .0154/ ■/■',"' ' ■/'

0.470

0.651
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//;. 0.727 '■ •■/■ ■ ;/-■ ■/

TABLE#2y;
PRE-TEST/POST-TEST DATA ANALYSIS FACTORING GENDER
VARIABLE

V- 'F/M'. . ■

CRAMER'S y

VALUE

GAMMA

Ovsos

0.565

0.400

0.129

0.741

0.500

0.166

0.542

0.444

: 0.268

0,661

0.714

0^085

0.793

0.500

0.165

0.542

0.555

0.Q11 \

1.000

0.750

V-'p 7:

0:165

0.542

0.666

■ M' ■ ,

0J25. ■

0.377 ^

0:500

^ F

0.884

0.149

-1.000

0.076

0.755

1.000

0.473

0.511

^0.066

0.147

0.726

-.0636

0.004

1.000

1.000

0.025

0.711

0.636

0.851

0.188

-1.000

0969

0.157

0.453

0.250

-1.000

0.513

0.582

0.588

0:206

\;o:685

;

1. Control Life

■

'M ,
2. Powerless

F

S.Hoiiesty

■ 'F '

•

+m;:

4. Family/Friends

■ ^:

5. Share Knowledge
,
6. Admit

/

■ ■ ■" ,M'
7. Direction

- ' M':
8. Open

;

■AF-:
+M ■ ,

9. Faults

:;
10. Share Experience

am : ' .
*p- .7

1L Responsibilrty^
M

12. ControlDrug

■F

:
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:

-l.OOO

I ■

0.684

TABLE #2 - Con't.

13. Help

14. Willpower

15. Unmanageability

16. Drink Use

17. Personal Will

18. Comfortable

F

0.937

0.937

-1.000

M

0.453

0.453

-1.000

F

0.678

0.678

0.538

M

0.615

0.615

0.250

F

0.302

0.302

0.363

M

0.781

0.781

0.200

F

0.084

0.084

0.777

M

0.754

0.754

-1.000

*F

0.034

0.034

0.785

M

0.242

0.242

0.826

F

0.656

0.656

0.250

0.283

0.283

0.222

F

0.182

0.182

0.786

M

0.599

0.533

0.294

F

0.071

0.071

0.555

M

0.182

0.182

0.904

M

19. Dependent

20. Social

■
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^ TABLE-#3. ■

PRE-TiST/POST-TEST DATA ANALYSIS FACTORING ETHNICITY
1==WHITE;2=^N-WHITE
VARIABLE

RACE

CRAMER'SV

VAlLVE

GAMMA

1

0.514

0 477:

0.470

', ■2

0.204

0.729

0.375

,1

0.552

0,418

0.333

'2y

0.151

0.648

0.333

0.020

0-674

1.000

0.046

1.000

0.429

0.027

: 0.777

0,688

2

0.180

0.654

1000

T' . ■ :

0.368

0.408

2

0.380

0:512

0:500

1

0.070

0.522

1.000

0.169

0.666

0.428

1

0.766

0.399

-0.437

2

0.254

0.577

-0.250

0.018

1.000

1.000

0.640

0.135

-1.000

0.083

0.717

0.500

o:i35

-1.000

0.565

0378

-1:000

0.141

0.612

,0.641

0,277

0.695

0.500

■

1. Control Life

2. Powerless

3. Honesty

4. Family/Friends

5. Share Knowledge

6. Admit

7. Direction

■

8. Open

-

V

0.636

+1

■.+2. ■ ■
9. Faults

+1 ■ ■"

: V
10. Share Experience

.

■
I

■; ' '2\ 11. Responsibility

:

■ I;;

12. Control Drug

2/ , - ;

0.896
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TABLE #3 - Con't

13, Help

14. Willpower

15. Unmanageability

16. Drink Use

17. Personal Will

18. Comfortable

19. Dependent

20. Social

1

0.897

0.134

-1.000

'2

0.564

0.377

-1.000

1

0.703

0.500

0.000

2

0.407

0.623

0.529

*1

0.050

0.723

0.565

2

0.319

0.658

0.077

1

0.896

0.134

-1.000

2

0.315

0.537

0.428

1

0.084

0.681

0.888

2

0.333

0.756

0.555

^1

0.018

0.821

0.095

2

0.375

0.635

0.411

1

0.164

0.695

0.487

2

0.109

0.806

0.600

^1

0.032

0.763

0.822

2

0.474

0.589

0.466

40

TABLE #4

PkE-TEST/POST-TEST DAl^
20=Less than 32>Ts;40=Gre^er than 32 yrs

VAJR^

AGE

CRAMER'SV

2. Powerless

■

. ,,' ' '.'-20

:

40

3: Honesty

0:838

(yme:

1. Control Life

;-'*20: ;: :- :

GAMMA

VALUE

;

0.186

0.698

0.263

4517

0.384

0.130

0:707

0.125

-1000

0.011

;1..0'00: -

■'K ■ '• ■ro:66i;.:' ■ '
4. Family/

*20

0,500

V

l.OOO

■ ■0.014:.

0.849 ,

0.777

•o.i32^'---/^'' ' ' ' ' ■ .

0:670'

0.500

0:645

■ ' .V;,; .;' ;LOOO: ■ '■ ' - ■ . ■ ■

■ ■^. ■■V::L;V.- ■OA9l■ <V■.' .■

0.274

-looo

:::/'o.267■

0.485

0.456

Friends
■

5. Share Knwldge

40

■;.0:057.''

*20
40

6. Admit :

7. Direction

20o■

;

\//:*40

0:047

0:661

1.000

■ ;;VV' , :2G

:o':332

o.456:.^,v

0.15^

40.

0.620

-0.818

1.000

1.000

0:485

0.454

0.239.

-1:000

0.188

-1.000

0.527

0.448

0.908

0.826

8. Open
■■.-HO' 9. Faults

0:004
40:

10. Share Expemc

, ^20,.::: :. ^ , ';
40-,

1L Responsibility

■■/^•^'^2o ,
40

12. ControlDrug

20
40

;

0:730/

■. . ' . ■O;570-.

■ , '^■■^^■ ■0422■■''v:"
o;o62

:
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^

13; Help

20
40

14. Willpower

15. Uninangeability

16. Drink Use

17, Personal Will

18. Comfortable

19. Dependent

20, Social

0.692

-1.000

,' :.0.324'^-'^-;. '■. \

20

0.562

0.400

40

0.446

0:666

-0.250

'^20

0.058

0.826

0.391

40

0250

0.608

0266

0263

0.682

0.454

o:i89

2.000

20

;

40

0.851

:

20

0.446
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